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Split-Window Coefficients for Land Surface
Temperature Retrieval From Low-Resolution
Thermal Infrared Sensors
Juan-Carlos Jiménez-Muñoz and José A. Sobrino

Abstract—In this letter, we provide a complete set of splitwindow coefficients that can be used to retrieve land surface
temperature (LST) from thermal infrared sensors onboard the
most popular remote-sensing satellites: ERS-ATSR2, ENVISATAATSR, TERRA/AQUA-MODIS, NOAA series-AVHRR, METOPAVHRR3, GOES series-IMAGER, and MSG1/MSG2-SEVIRI.
The coefficients have been obtained by minimization from an
extensive simulated database constructed from MODTRAN
radiative transfer code calculations, emissivity spectra extracted
from spectral libraries, and spectral response functions of the
thermal bands considered. This letter also analyzes the magnitude
of the error on the LST retrieval and the contribution to the error
of the different uncertainties. Results are summarized in a lookup
table useful for scientists interested on land surface retrievals at
global scale, thereby facilitating and homogenizing the task of
retrieving this parameter from different common sensors.
Index Terms—Atmospheric correction, land surface temperature (LST), MODTRAN, split window (SW), thermal infrared
(TIR).

I. I NTRODUCTION

L

AND surface temperature (LST), including also sea surface temperature (SST), is the main geo–biophysical variable to be retrieved from thermal infrared (TIR) remotely
sensed data, since most of the energy detected by the sensor
in this spectral region is directly emitted by the land surface.
LST is a key parameter in many environmental studies related
to different disciplines such as geology, hydrology, ecology,
oceanography, meteorology, climatology, etc.
LST is being mapped in a global scale using different lowresolution sensors, which are onboard polar orbit as well as
geostationary platforms. Several topics have been published
during the last 30 years related to LST retrieval techniques, its
accuracy, and its application to the study of surface processes
that occur in our planet. In this letter, we present coefficients for
the most popular thermal sensors used to calculate LST from
a split-window (SW) algorithm. Details regarding the theory
involved in TIR and SW algorithms can be found in [1]–[3].
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This letter is organized as follows. Section II introduces
the proposed SW algorithm. Section III describes the simulation procedure employed to obtain the SW coefficients and
describes the sensitivity analysis made in order to assess the
expected accuracy of the retrieved LSTs. Section IV shows the
results obtained for each thermal sensor, and Section V includes
a partial validation of the algorithm. Finally, Section VI includes the main conclusion of this letter.
II. P ROPOSED SW A LGORITHM
The SW technique, as presented in this letter, uses two
thermal bands typically located in the atmospheric window
between 10 and 12 μm. The basis of the technique is that the
radiance attenuation for atmospheric absorption is proportional
to the radiance difference of simultaneous measurements at
two different wavelengths, each subject to different amounts
of atmospheric absorption [4]. The idea behind this technique
was probably first suggested by Saunders [5], followed by
Anding and Kauth [6] and Prabhakara et al. [7]. A review of
the SW technique and different published SW algorithms can be
found in [8].
The SW algorithm proposed in this letter is given by
Ts = Ti + c1 (Ti − Tj ) + c2 (Ti − Tj )2 + c0
+ (c3 + c4 W )(1 − ε) + (c5 + c6 W )Δε

(1)

where Ti and Tj are the at-sensor brightness temperatures at
the SW bands i and j (in kelvin), ε is the mean emissivity, ε =
0.5(εi + εj ), Δε is the emissivity difference, Δε = (εi − εj ),
W is the total atmospheric water vapor content (in grams
per square centimeter), and c0 −c6 are the SW coefficients
to be determined from simulated data. The algorithm given
by (1) comes from the mathematical structure proposed by
Sobrino et al. [2], later modified by Sobrino and Raissouni [9].
The main advantages of this algorithm are the following:
1) It is a physics-based algorithm, since it is obtained from
the radiative transfer equation (RTE) applied to two different
bands; 2) it takes into account both emissivity and water vapor
effects; 3) it includes both LST and SST cases; and 4) it is
totally operational.
Note that application of (1) requires the knowledge of surface
emissivity and water vapor. However, it is not in the scope
of this letter to address these issues. A review of methods
for ε retrieval can be found in [10]. Different methods for W
estimations are described, for example, in [11].
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III. S IMULATION
A. Coefficient Determination
SW coefficients involved in (1) are calculated after statistical
fits (minimization) from a complete simulated database. For
this purpose, at-sensor brightness temperatures Ti and Tj are
reproduced from the RTE, in which values of ε are obtained
from spectral libraries and values of atmospheric parameters
(Latm↓ , τ , and Latm↑ ) are extracted from atmospheric profiles
and MODTRAN radiative transfer code [12]. All the spectral
parameters are averaged using the spectral response functions
of the different TIR sensors considered in this letter.
We have included in the simulation a total amount of 108 ε
spectra for natural surfaces extracted from the ASTER spectral
library [13], as described in [3], and 61 atmospheric profiles
extracted from the Thermodynamic Initial Guess Retrieval
database, as described in [14]. Simulations were performed at
five different view angles, namely, 0◦ , 10◦ , 20◦ , 30◦ , and 40◦ ,
to account for angular effects due to the wide swath angle of
low-resolution sensors. View angles higher than 40◦ were not
considered since pixels located throughout the image at these
angles are discarded in most cases. In the simulations, LST was
chosen as T0 − 5 K, T0 , T0 + 5 K, T0 + 10 K, and T0 + 20 K,
where T0 is the temperature at the first layer of the atmospheric
profiles, in order to account for differences between LST and
near-surface air temperature. By taking into account the five different view angles, the five different LST values, the 61 atmospheric profiles, and the 108 ε spectra, SW coefficients were
determined from the minimization of 164 700 data points.
B. Sensitivity Analysis
In order to provide an estimation of the theoretical error on
the LST, and also the contribution of the different terms to that
error, a sensitivity analysis has been performed based on the
classical error theory using derivatives. Hence, the contribution
to the error on the LST e(LST) is given by the following terms:

2 + δ2
2
2
e(LST) = δalg
(2)
NEΔT + δε + δW
where δalg is the standard error of the algorithm obtained in the
minimization (standard error of estimation), δNEΔT is the contribution of the noise equivalent delta temperature (NEΔT ), δε
is the error due to the uncertainty of the surface emissivity, and
δW is the error due to the uncertainty of the atmospheric water
vapor content. These contributions are, respectively, given by


2
2
∂Ts
∂Ts
e2 (Ti ) +
e2 (Tj )
(3)
δNEΔT =
∂Ti
∂Tj


2
2
∂Ts
∂Ts
2
δε =
e (εi ) +
e2 (εj )
(4)
∂εi
∂εj


∂Ts
δW =
e(W )
(5)
∂W
where e refers to the error of the parameter considered in
brackets. The different derivatives of the Ts given by (1) can
be easily calculated. Values of e(Ti ) = e(Tj ) = 0.1 K, e(εi ) =
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e(εj ) = 0.01, and e(W ) = 0.5 g · cm−2 have been considered
for all the sensors. These selected values are considered to
be representative of typical errors when working in remote
sensing. Note that some error values can change depending
on the sensor considered. For example, based on the technical
specifications for the AATSR sensor, the NEΔT is 0.05 K,
which will therefore slightly improve the δNEΔT value, whereas
the technical specifications for the SEVIRI sensor provide a
NEΔT of 0.2 K, which will therefore slightly worsen the
δNEΔT value. However, the same values have been considered
for all the sensors to allow a direct comparison of errors, as will
be discussed in the next section.
IV. R ESULTS
The results obtained for each sensor are summarized in
Table I, which includes effective wavelengths for the two thermal bands considered in the SW algorithm (λi and λj ), the SW
coefficients (c0 −c6 ), the Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r),
the contribution to the total error of the different terms (δalg ,
δNEΔT , δε , and δW ), and the total error in LST e(Ts ).
Note that errors on LST have been calculated by applying
(2)–(5) to each of the 164 700 simulated data points. Then,
a mean value (bias) with its standard deviation (σ) and the
root-mean-square error (rmse) obtained as [bias2 + σ 2 ]1/2 has
been calculated. Therefore, error values presented in Table I
should be considered as a mean global error and not simply
as a particular value for a certain situation.
Before the presentation of some validation results, we can
say that the validity of the mathematical structure of the SW
algorithm given by (1) and the reliability of the SW coefficients
presented in Table I are ensured by the results obtained for the
standard error of the algorithm (δalg ). Hence, δalg values range
between 1.1 and 0.9 K, except for GOES12 and GOES13, with
δalg > 2.7 K, due to the change of the band located at 12 μm
by the band located at 13.3 μm, which implies that the LST
retrievals from these two sensors will not be as accurate as
it was with their predecessors neither with the other sensors.
In terms of total errors on LST e(LST), values range between
1.5 and 1.8 K, except for MODIS sensor, with a slight increase
to 2.1 K, and GOES12 and GOES13 with values higher than
2.8 K due to the aforementioned reasons.
In terms of the different contributions to e(LST), it is clearly
shown that the main contribution is due to the ε uncertainty,
with δε values ranging between 1.1 and 1.8 K. However, in
this case, δε values for GOES12 and GOES13 decrease to
0.6 K, which shows that the ε effect is minimized when the
second SW band is displaced to 13.3 μm. This fact also occurs
with δNEΔT values, which range between 0.4 and 0.6 K except
a decrease to 0.16 K for GOES12 and GOES13. The minimum
contribution to the total error is due to the uncertainty on W ,
δW , typically below 0.1 K.
V. V ALIDATION
We do not have a complete data set of in situ measurements
coinciding with all the sensor overpasses; thus, in this section,
we provide a partial validation using some in situ measured
LSTs in coincidence with certain sensors’ overpasses. Results
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TABLE I
SW COEFFICIENTS (c0 −c6 ) OBTAINED FOR THE DIFFERENT LOW-RESOLUTION TIR SENSORS CONSIDERED IN THIS LETTER. EFFECTIVE WAVELENGTHS
(λi AND λj ) FOR THE TWO SW THERMAL BANDS ARE ALSO GIVEN, AS WELL AS THE RESULTS OBTAINED IN THE SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS (δalg : ERROR
DUE TO THE MINIMIZATION, δNEΔT : ERROR DUE TO THE NOISE EQUIVALENT DELTA TEMPERATURE, δε : ERROR DUE TO THE UNCERTAINTY OF THE
SURFACE EMISSIVITY, δW : ERROR DUE TO THE UNCERTAINTY OF THE ATMOSPHERIC WATER VAPOR CONTENT, AND e(LST): TOTAL ERROR
IN THE LST). P EARSON ’ S C ORRELATION C OEFFICIENT (r) O BTAINED IN THE M INIMIZATION I S A LSO I NCLUDED

TABLE II
VALIDATION OF THE SW ALGORITHM FOR DIFFERENT SENSORS.
BIAS REFERS TO THE LST DERIVED WITH THE SW ALGORITHM
MINUS THE LST MEASURED IN SITU. RMSE IS CALCULATED BY
RMS SUM OF BIAS AND STANDARD DEVIATION (σ)

are provided in Table II. Validation data used in this table are
the same as those explained in [15]: data acquired in three
Australian test sites (Hay, Walpeup, and Uardry) [16] and in
central Canada as part of the Boreal Forest Ecosystem Study
experiment [17].
RMSE values obtained in the validation agree with expected
errors of the SW algorithm as obtained in the sensitivity analysis (see Table I), typically below 2 K. In spite of the facts
that the SW algorithm is the same for all the sensors, that the
coefficients are obtained using the same simulated data, and that
the errors of the same order of magnitude are expected for all
sensors, the algorithm predictions should still be compared with
the in situ measurements.
VI. C ONCLUSION
The SW algorithm presented in this letter and given by
(1) provides an operative methodology to retrieve LST from

different low-resolution sensors with two TIR bands located
in an atmospheric window, typically between 10 and 12 μm.
The main advantage of SW algorithms is that they perform
the atmospheric correction using at-sensor registered data The
main disadvantage is that they require knowledge of ε and W ,
but these parameters can be estimated from remote-sensing
data. The expected accuracy of the LST retrievals is below
2 K, with the major contribution to the total error being the
uncertainty in the ε, assumed to be 1% in this letter. Higher
errors have been found for the imager sensor onboard GOES12
and GOES13 platforms, since the band traditionally located at
12 μm was displaced to 13.3 μm. Note that the SW algorithm presented in this letter is applicable to both land and
sea surfaces. For the SST retrieval, ε = 1 and Δε = 0 can
be considered as a first approximation. The SW coefficients
calculated for most used TIR sensors provide a kind of lookup
table useful for scientists interested on LST retrievals at global
scale. We encourage these users to apply the algorithm and the
coefficients presented here and report the results achieved in the
validation.
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